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Abstrat
The two-frequeny sine-Gordon model is examined. The fous is mainly on the
ase when the ratio of the frequenies is 1/2, given the reent interest in the literature.
We disuss the model both in a perturbative (form fator perturbation theory) and a
nonperturbative (trunated onformal spae approah) framework, and give partiu-
lar attention to a phase transition onjetured earlier by Delno and Mussardo. We
give substantial evidene that the transition is of seond order and that it is in the
Ising universality lass. Furthermore, we hek the UV-IR operator orrespondene
and onjeture the phase diagram of the theory.
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1 Introdution
The sine-Gordon model has attrated a great deal of interest over the deades, for the par-
tiular reason that while being an integrable eld theory, it an be used as a toy model for
many nonperturbative quantum eld theory phenomena. It also has very interesting appli-
ations in diverse areas of physis, ranging from statistial mehanis of one-dimensional
quantum spin hains to nonlinear optis (for a  non-exhaustive, but representative  list
with referenes see the introdution of [1℄).
In the present paper we study a nonintegrable extension of sine-Gordon theory in whih
the salar potential onsists of two osine terms with dierent frequenies, alled the two-
frequeny or double sine-Gordon (DSG) model. It is suggested in [1℄ that this model an
be used as a more rened approximation to some of the physial situations (e.g. wave
propagation in a nonlinear medium) where the ordinary sine-Gordon model is appliable.
The model is also interesting theoretially, sine due to its nonintegrability it is expeted
to have more general behaviour than usual sine-Gordon theory and therefore it an be seen
as a more realisti toy model for nonperturbative quantum eld theory. Appliations to
the study of massive Shwinger model (two-dimensional quantum eletrodynamis) and a
generalized Ashkin-Teller model (a quantum spin system) are disussed in [1℄ and another
potentially interesting appliation to the one-dimensional Hubbard model is examined in
[2℄ (together with the generalized Ashkin-Teller model mentioned above). A further po-
tentially interesting appliation of the two-(and multi-)frequeny sine-Gordon model is for
ultra-short optial pulses propagating in resonant degenerate medium [3℄.
We show that for a rational ratio of the frequenies this model is still amenable to a
nonperturbative treatment using the trunated onformal spae approah (TCSA), and
that a great deal of interesting information an be extrated, in partiular the existene
and the harateristis of a phase transition whih was predited in [1℄ on the basis of
simple lassial (mean eld) arguments.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Setion 2 we introdue the model and disuss
some of its basi features. Then in Setion 3 we set up the TCSA framework for the
model. Setion 4 disusses results obtained from the so-alled form fator perturbation
theory (FFPT), while in Setion 5 we ompare the FFPT results to the numerial data
resulting from TCSA in order to test the reliability of the latter method. Setion 6 is
devoted to a preliminary disussion of phase transition in the ase when the ratio of the
two frequenies is 1/2 (denoted by DSG2) and ontains a general analysis of signatures
of seond and rst order phase transitions in nite volume in a separate subsetion. In
Setion 7 we apply these general onsiderations to onstrut the phase diagram of the model
DSG2 and then we make our onlusions in Setion 8. The paper ontains an Appendix
whih ollets the formulas used for omputing the rst order orretions in form fator
perturbation theory.
2 The two-frequeny sine-Gordon model
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2.1 Denition of the model
The two-frequeny sine-Gordon (or double sine-Gordon, DSG) model is dened by the
ation
A
DSG
=
∫
dt
∫
dx
(
1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ+ µ cos βΦ+ λ cos (αΦ+ δ)
)
, (2.1)
where β, α are the two frequenies, µ, λ are dimensionful ouplings (lassially of dimension
mass
2
) and δ is a relative phase. Setting µ or λ to zero the DSG model redues to an
ordinary sine-Gordon model.
At the quantum level this theory an be onsidered as a double perturbation of its c = 1
UV limiting onformal eld theory. The ation an be written in the following form
A
DSG
= Ac=1 −Apert , (2.2)
where
Ac=1 =
∫
dt
∫
dx
1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ , (2.3)
A
pert
= −1
2
∫
dt
∫
dx
(
µVβ + µV−β + λe
iδVα + λe
−iδV−α
)
, (2.4)
and Vω denotes the exponential eld (vertex operator)
Vω = e
iωΦ , (2.5)
whih in the UV limit orresponds to a (Û(1) Ka-Moody) primary eld with onformal
dimensions
∆±ω = ∆ω =
ω2
8π
, (2.6)
where the upper index ± orresponds to the right/left onformal algebra. Correspondingly
the ouplings at the quantum level have the following dimensions
[µ] = (mass)2−2∆β , (2.7)
[λ] = (mass)2−2∆α . (2.8)
We also introdue two mass sales Mα and Mβ, whih are dened to be the masses of the
sine-Gordon solitons in the models with µ = 0 or λ = 0, respetively. It is known [4℄ that
these masses are related to the ouplings λ, µ via
µ = κβM
2−2∆β
β ,
λ = καM
2−2∆α
α , (2.9)
where
κω =
2Γ(∆ω)
πΓ(1−∆ω)


√
πΓ
(
1
2−2∆ω
)
2Γ
(
∆ω
2−2∆ω
)


2−2∆ω
. (2.10)
3
2.2 General properties of the model
The DSG model was examined in [1℄ by Delno and Mussardo, where some general obser-
vations were made. Here we reall these fats without eventually going into any details.
The rst observation is a simple onsequene of the formulation of the model as a
perturbed c = 1 CFT. Namely, in order for the two perturbing operators to be relevant,
one has to restrit
β2 ≤ 8π , α2 ≤ 8π . (2.11)
Furthermore, we assume that the theory is renormalizable in the strit sense, i.e. all
divergenes an be absorbed into redening the oupling onstants µ and λ (otherwise
one needs to add new (periodi) ounterterms to the ation and the theory is no more a
two-frequeny sine-Gordon model but rather some multi-frequeny version). This means
that we have to restrit
αβ ≤ 4π . (2.12)
In the sequel we always assume that the above two onditions hold.
Another nontrivial property of the model is that it is a nonintegrable eld theory
1
if
α 6= β and both ouplings λ, µ are nonzero. In addition, the model exhibits drastially
dierent behaviour depending on whether the ratio of the two frequenies is rational or
irrational.
2.2.1 Rational ase
If
α
β
=
m
n
(2.13)
withm and n two relative prime positive integers, then the potential−µ cos βΦ−λ cos (αΦ+ δ)
is periodi with period
2πn
β
=
2πm
α
. (2.14)
It an then be shown that the fundamental range of the δ parameter is
|δ| ≤ π
n
(2.15)
(i.e. any model with other values of the parameter δ an be redened into one with
a δ lying in the fundamental range by shifting the eld with some integer multiple of
2π
β
). The periodiity of the potential implies that the theory has an innitely degenerate
ground state and supports topologially harged exitations. The fundamental topologial
exitation degenerates in the λ = 0 limit to an n-soliton state of the orresponding sine-
Gordon theory and similarly for the µ = 0 limit it is an m-soliton state. For general values
of the ouplings, the solitons are in a sense onned into these omposite objets.
1
One an argue for the nonintegrability e.g. noting that the so-alled ounting argument fails to
provide any onserved higher spin quantities if α 6= β and both λ and µ are nonzero.
4
2.2.2 Irrational ase
If, on the other hand,
α
β
/∈ Q , (2.16)
then the potential is not periodi. There are no topologially harged exitations and
the solitons are ompletely onned. Delno and Mussardo [1℄ argue that in this ase
the ground state is unique. Furthermore, from (2.15) we an infer that the parameter δ
presumably plays no role in the dynamis of the model.
The irrational ase is extremely ompliated, even as a quantum mehanial problem
(i.e. negleting the x dependene). In the next setion we shall see that it is impossible to
apply the well-known TCSA method in this ase and in lak of any alternative nonpertur-
bative method in the present paper we restrit our attention to the rational ase (although
the perturbative formulas presented in Setion 4 apply in the irrational ase as well).
3 Trunated Conformal Spae Approah
Here we only review the speis of TCSA as applied to the DSG model. This nonpertur-
bative (numerial) method was invented by Yurov and Zamolodhikov in [5℄ and extended
to c = 1 theories in [6℄ to whih we refer the interested reader for more details.
3.1 The UV Hilbert spae
The rst important issue is the operator ontent of the UV limiting c = 1 CFT. We need
a theory in whih the perturbing operators V±α, V±β orrespond to loal operators.
In the c = 1 CFT we onsider the spetrum of loal operators is generated by the
onformal families of Û(1) Ka-Moody primary elds Vr,s with saling dimensions
∆±r,s =
1
2
(
r
R
± 1
2
sR
)2
, r, s ∈ Z , (3.1)
where R is the ompatiation radius of the c = 1 free boson eld χ with the ation
Aχ = 1
8π
∫
d2x∂µχ∂
µχ , χ ∼ χ + 2πR . (3.2)
Taking into aount eqn. (2.13) and the fat that the normalization of Φ and χ dier by√
4π, their identiation is essentially unique up to a positive integer k:
R = k
√
4πn
β
= k
√
4πm
α
, (3.3)
V±β ≡ V±nk,0 , V±α ≡ V±mk,0. (3.4)
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The integer k is the folding number, whih has been onsidered in the ontext of sine-
Gordon theory in [7℄ and an be introdued in any salar eld theory with periodi po-
tential: it orresponds to identifying the eld as an angular variable after k periods of the
potential. We hoose k = 1, whih means we identify
Φ ≡ Φ+ 2πn
β
l , l ∈ Z . (3.5)
However, it an now be seen that in the limit λ = 0 we reover an n-folded version of
sine-Gordon theory (denoted SG(β, n) in [7℄) while in the µ = 0 ase we get the theory
SG(α,m). We remark that by hoosing k = 1 we do not lose any information on the DSG
model, sine the other k > 1 folded versions an be obtained from the k = 1 ase by adding
some twisted setors as in [7℄. However, we shall see that the fat that the sine-Gordon
limits are in general folded models will play a very important role in the dynamis of the
DSG model. There is also a fermioni version of the theory whih has primary elds Vr,s
in the UV with
s ∈ Z , r ∈ Z+ s
2
(3.6)
but similarly to the folded ones, this version an be onstruted by replaing some of the
topologially harged setors with some (fermioni) twisted ones. As we are only interested
in the dynamis of the vauum setor we shall not disuss this modiation here either.
We also wish to note that as the irrational ase an be onsidered as a limit n,m → ∞,
the Hilbert spae of the irrational DSG model orresponds to an unompatied boson in
the ultraviolet limit, with a ontinuous spetrum of primary elds
Vr,0 , ∆±r =
r2
2
, r ∈ R . (3.7)
The fat that the spetrum is ontinuous means that TCSA is not appliable sine the
onformal Hilbert spae ontains innitely many states even when trunated by imposing
some upper bound on onformal energy.
3.2 The TCSA Hamiltonian
We put the system on a ylinder with nite spatial volume L, i.e. we take the spae
oordinate 0 ≤ x < L and identify x with x+ L. Given the identiation (3.5) this means
in fat the following quasi-periodi boundary ondition for the eld Φ:
Φ(x+ L) = Φ(x) +
2πn
β
q , q ∈ Z . (3.8)
q is the winding number labelling dierent setors of the theory, and orresponds to a
onserved topologial harge in the full perturbed CFT. In the present paper we are only
interested in the q = 0 setor as it ontains all the relevant information for the problems
6
treated in this work. In addition, in the setor ontaining the vauum the Lorentz spin of
all the states is also zero, i.e.
(
L0 − L¯0
) |Ψ〉 = 0 for any state |Ψ〉.
After a mapping onto the onformal plane, the Hamiltonian of the theory an be written
in the following form
H
DSG
=
2π
L
(
L0 + L¯0 − c
12
+
µL2−2∆β
2(2π)1−2∆β
(Vβ(1) + V−β(1)) +
λL2−2∆α
2(2π)1−2∆α
(Vα(1) + V−α(1))
)
(3.9)
The matrix elements of this operator an be alulated expliitly between any two
states in the UV limiting Hilbert spae. Trunating this spae to nitely many state by
introduing an upper onformal energy uto the Hamiltonian beomes a nite matrix,
whih an then be diagonalized numerially to get an approximation of the spetrum.
Thus one an extrat the energy EΨ(L) of any state Ψ as a funtion of the volume L.
It is well-known [8℄ that TCSA suers from UV divergenes whenever the saling di-
mension ∆+ + ∆− of any of the perturbing operators is larger than 1. In this ase the
only quantities that are possible to extrat are the energies relative to the ground state
i.e. Ei(L)−E0(L). Furthermore, in the ase where TCSA is UV divergent the trunation
errors are muh larger even for suh relative energies, and grow very fast with the volume
L, whih restrits the usefulness of TCSA in this ase to small values of L.
3.3 The interpolating mass sale
In order to get numerial results, we have to x the units in whih we measure energies
and distanes. For later onveniene, we introdue the following `interpolating' mass sale
M =
Mβµ
xα +Mαλ
xβ
µxα + λxβ
, (3.10)
where xω = 2− 2∆ω. We also use the following dimensionless ombination of the oupling
onstants
η =
λxβ
µxα + λxβ
. (3.11)
The advantage of this parametrization is that M interpolates smoothly between the mass
sales of the two limiting sine-Gordon models, whih orrespond to η = 0 and 1, respe-
tively. Introduing the notation
D =
(1− η)1+
1
xαxβ
κ
1
xβ
β
+
η
1+ 1
xαxβ
κ
1
xα
α
, (3.12)
we obtain
µ =
Mxβ(1− η) 1xα
Dxβ
, λ =
Mxαη
1
xβ
Dxα
, (3.13)
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and the Hamiltonian an be made dimensionless as follows:
h
DSG
=
1
M
H
DSG
=
2π
l
(
L0 + L¯0 − c
12
+
(1− η) 1xα
2(2π)xβ−1
(
l
D
)xβ
(Vβ(1) + V−β(1))+
η
1
xβ
2(2π)xα−1
(
l
D
)xα
(Vα(1) + V−α(1))
)
, (3.14)
where we introdued the dimensionless volume parameter
l = ML . (3.15)
We denote the eigenvalue of h
DSG
orresponding to the state Ψ and as a funtion of l by
ǫΨ(l) i.e. EΨ(L) = MǫΨ(ML).
It is very important that h
DSG
interpolates smoothly between the two extremal sine-
Gordon models as η varies from 0 to 1. Had we hosen as our units one of the soliton
mass sales Mβ or Mα, the dimensionless Hamiltonian would have been singular at the
other end of the η interval. We shall disuss that there is a little inonveniene in the
hoie (3.10) when we want to ompare with perturbation theory around one of the end
points, sine suh a alulation is more naturally formulated in terms of the mass sale of
the orresponding extremal sine-Gordon model rather than the interpolating mass sale.
However, the onveniene of being able to san the whole range of η with a single numerial
program well outweighs this disadvantage.
4 Form fator perturbation theory
4.1 Generalities
To supplement and hek TCSA (whih is a numerial method) with some analyti results,
we use the so-alled form fator perturbation theory (FFPT). The viewpoint of onsidering
a nonintegrable eld theory as a perturbation of an integrable one was rst taken in [9℄ to
whih we refer the reader for a detailed exposition of the subjet. Here we restrit ourselves
to a brief summary of the neessary formulae.
Consider an integrable quantum eld theory with ation A0 perturbed by a spinless
loal eld Ψ(x):
A = A0 − g
∫
d2xΨ(x) . (4.1)
Assume that the spetrum of the unperturbed theory A0 is known, together with the
following matrix elements of Ψ(x) (form fators):
FΨa1...an (ϑ1, . . . , ϑn)0 = 0〈0|Ψ(0)|a1 (ϑ1) . . . an (ϑn)〉in0 , (4.2)
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where |0〉0 is the vauum state and |a1 (ϑ1) . . . an (ϑn)〉in0 denotes an asymptoti n-partile
in-state of partiles a1, . . . , an with rapidities β1, . . . , βn in the unperturbed theory A0.
Using FFPT one an alulate the spetrum of the theory A perturbatively in the oupling
onstant g. Here we list the results obtained to rst order. The vauum energy density is
shifted by an amount
δE
va
= g 0〈0|Ψ|0〉0 . (4.3)
The mass (squared) matrix M2ab gets a orretion
δM2ab¯ = 2gF
Ψ
ab (iπ , 0) δma,mb (4.4)
supposing that the original mass matrix was diagonal and of the form
M2ab = m
2
aδab . (4.5)
Finally, the sattering amplitude for the four partile proess a+ b → c+ d is modied by
δScdab (ϑ) = −ig
FΨ
c¯d¯ab
(iπ, ϑ+ iπ, 0, ϑ)
mamb sinh ϑ
, ϑ = ϑa − ϑb . (4.6)
4.2 Analyti results
Using the general formulas above and the ones for the form fators and vauum expetation
values, listed in Appendix A, one an derive analyti formulas for the rst order orretions
to the vauum energy density and the spetrum.
We identify the unperturbed theory and the perturbing operator in the following way:
A0 =
∫
dt
∫
dx
(
1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ+ µ : cos βΦ :
)
(4.7)
Ψ(x) =: cos (αΦ+ δ) : , g = −λ . (4.8)
We reall that
α
β
=
m
n
, m, n ∈ N (4.9)
and we denote the soliton mass in the unperturbed theory A0 by Mβ , as in Subsetion 2.1.
Now it is straightforward to apply the general formulae summarized above, however, some
are must be taken sine in the unperturbed theory (λ = 0) the vauum and the breather
states ome in n-fold degenerate multiplets reeting the folded nature of the limiting SG
model. When the perturbation is swithed on (λ 6= 0) it not only shifts the vauum energy
density and the masses but also removes (possibly part of) the degeneraies.
Note that it is possible to interhange the role of the two osine terms and therefore
there are eventually two perturbative regimes of the model. We present the formulas for
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the above assignment; it is a trivial matter (by suitably shifting the eld and redening
the δ phase parameter) to get the formulae orresponding to the other possibility. We also
frequently use the parameter
p =
β2
8π − β2 . (4.10)
4.2.1 Vauum energy densities
First we disuss the shift in the vauum energy density. From (3.5) we see that the model
A0 has n vaua |k〉 , k = 0, . . . , n− 1, haraterized by
〈k|Φ(x) |k〉 = 2π
β
k . (4.11)
In innite volume, no loal operator has nonzero matrix elements between |k〉 and |k′〉 for
k 6= k′; therefore, the perturbative formulas an be applied for eah state |k〉 straightfor-
wardly. This applies to all exited states above the vaua |k〉 as well (see e.g. the breathers
in the next subsetion). Aording to (4.3) the vauum energy density of the kth vauum
is shifted by
δEk = −λ
2
(
eiδG(k)α (β) + e−iδG(k)−α(β)
)
, G(k)α (β) =
〈
k
∣∣∣eiαΦ(0)∣∣∣k〉 . (4.12)
Using (A.4, A.25) we obtain the nal form
δEk = −λGα(β) cos
(
2πα
β
k + δ
)
, (4.13)
where Gα(β) = G(0)α (β). We remark that one an extrat a similar result from the lassial
potential
V (Φ) = −µ cos βΦ− λ cos (αΦ+ δ) . (4.14)
At λ = 0, the minima are
Φ
(0)
k =
2πk
β
, V
(
Φ
(0)
k
)
= −µ . (4.15)
Swithing on a small λ, the minima are shifted to
Φk = Φ
(0)
k + δΦk , δΦk = −λ
α
µβ2
sin
(
2πk
α
β
+ δ
)
+O
(
λ2
)
(4.16)
and the new values of the potential at these minima are
V (Φk) = −µ− λ cos
(
2πα
β
k + δ
)
. (4.17)
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Therefore we obtain
δE lassialk = −λ cos
(
2πα
β
k + δ
)
, (4.18)
whih is exatly the lassial limit of (4.13) sine it an be easily proven from (A.4) that
Gα(β) → 1 as β → 0 , α
β
= xed . (4.19)
4.2.2 Mass orretions
We alulate the rst order orretions to the masses of the rst and the seond breathers,
M1 and M2. In general
δMr =
δM2r
2Mr
=
δM2r
4Mβ sin
rpπ
2
, (4.20)
where, as before, Mβ is the soliton mass in the unperturbed theory λ = 0.
Eventually, there are n opies of eah breather: B
(k)
r is the rth breather living over the
vauum |k〉 , k = 0, . . . , n− 1 (.f. [7℄). In the theory A0, their masses are independent of
k, but the degeneray is split by the perturbing potential. We denote the orresponding
mass orretions by δM
(k)
r . The masses of the rst and seond breathers an be alulated
using (4.4) and (A.8, A.22) and turn out to be
δM
(k)
1 =
λGα(β)N
Mβ
cos
(
2πα
β
k + δ
) sin2 (pπ α
β
)
sin2
(
pπ
2
) exp{−1
π
∫ pπ
0
dt
t
sin t
}
, (4.21)
δM
(k)
2 =
λGα(β)N 2
Mβ
cos
(
2πα
β
k + δ
) sin2 (pπ α
β
)
sin2
(
pπ
2
)
cos (pπ)
×(
2 cos2
(pπ
2
)
− sin2
(
pπ
α
β
))
exp
{
−2
π
∫ pπ
0
dt
t
sin t
}
, (4.22)
(the onstant N is dened in (A.14)).
One an also do a semilassial analysis for the rst breather mass. We remark that
the rst breather is identied with the partile reated by the fundamental salar eld Φ
and therefore its mass is given by the seond derivative of the potential V at its minima.
Expliitly we obtain
M
(k)
1 =
√
µβ + λ
α2
2
√
µβ
cos
(
2πα
β
k + δ
)
+O
(
λ2
)
, (4.23)
whih an be mathed with the lassial limit β → 0 of (4.21) using
M lassialβ =
8
√
µ
β
, (4.24)
and N → 1 as β → 0 following from (A.14).
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4.2.3 S-matrix orretions
We an also ompute the rst order orretion to the B1 − B1 S-matrix, using (4.6, A.9).
The result is
δS11(ϑ) = i
λGα(β)N 2
M2β
cos
(
2πα
β
k + δ
)
S11(ϑ)
4 cos2
(
pπ
2
)
sin2
(
pπ α
β
)
sin2
(
pπ
2
) × (4.25)

sin2
(
pπ α
β
)
sin2 (pπ)
− 1
cosh(ϑ) + 1

 sinh ϑ
sinh2 ϑ+ sin2 (pπ)
(4.26)
where
S11(ϑ) =
sinh ϑ+ i sin pπ
sinh ϑ− i sin pπ (4.27)
is the sine-Gordon B1 − B1 S-matrix. It turns out, however, that this orretion is too
small and annot be measured within the preision of TCSA.
5 Comparison of FFPT with TCSA
5.1 Extrating the vauum energy densities and the mass spe-
trum from TCSA
TCSA gives the spetrum of the dimensionless Hamiltonian hTCSA (3.14) as a funtion
of the dimensionless volume parameter l (3.15). In our numerial alulations, we use
the interpolating mass sale M (3.10) as a unit of mass. However, the FFPT results are
expressed in terms of the sale Mβ ; we must therefore take are of onverting between
the two onventions. We desribe rst how we extrat the vauum energy densities and
the various masses from the TCSA data then we ompare these `experimentally measured'
quantities and the FFPT preditions on a spei example when α/β = 1/2.
5.1.1 Vauum energy density
Conerning the vauum energy density, our numerial results show that the ground state
energy is linear in the volume L
E
va
= E
va
L (5.1)
for a wide range of L. Therefore the (dimensionless) vauum energy density E
va
/M2 an
be measured as ǫ
va
(l0) /l0 by hoosing some value l0 in this range (typially between 14
and 20). We extrat the shift in the vauum energy density using the relation
δE
va
M2β
=
ǫ
va
(l0)
l0
(
M
Mβ
)2
− E
(0)
va
M2β
(5.2)
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where E (0)
va
is the value measured using TCSA in the unperturbed theory at η = 0. It's
value is known analytially as well
E (0)
va
M2β
= −1
4
tan
pπ
2
, (5.3)
however, we prefer to use the value extrated numerially beause it helps eliminating part
of the trunation error oming from TCSA.
5.1.2 Masses
We know that the energy of a partile a of momentum 0 in nite volume, relative to the
ground state, has the form
Ea(L)− Evac(L) = Ma +O
(
e−ML
)
(5.4)
where Ma is the mass of the partile and M is some mass sale haraterizing the theory.
As the interpolating sale (3.10) agrees with the relevant sales at the two extremal points
η = 0 and η = 1, while in between it interpolates smoothly between them, we an take it
as the harateristi sale of the DSG model. Therefore the simplest way to measure the
mass is to extrat it as the value of the energy above the ground state at a suitable value of
the volume in a range (the saling region) where the energy dierene Ea(L)− Evac(L) is
approximately onstant; (however, this volume annot be too large sine then trunation
errors would spoil the measurement). Therefore to obtain the mass orretions we use the
relation
δMa
Mβ
= (ǫa (l0)− ǫva (l0)) M
Mβ
− M
(0)
a
Mβ
(5.5)
where l0 is a suitable value of the volume parameter, ǫa(l0) is the relevant eigenvalue of
(3.14) and M
(0)
a is the mass measured at η = 0. One again, the mass ratios
M
(0)
a
Mβ
(5.6)
are known analytially, but we use the values extrated from TCSA in order to eliminate
part of the numerial errors.
5.2 A speial ase: α = β/2
We present the omparison between the numerial TCSA data and the analytial rst
order FFPT results for a speial ratio of the frequenies. The reason for hoosing this
example is that (1) it is the simplest possible ase and (2) this is the one that we treat
nonperturbatively in detail later on. Let us rst disuss the model itself. The ation is
A =
∫
dt
∫
dx
(
1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ + µ cos βΦ+ λ cos
(
β
2
Φ + δ
))
(5.7)
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We denote this model by DSG
η
2(β, δ) (sometimes omitting the parameters in the parenthe-
ses). The eld is dened as an angular variable (3.5), in this ase with the period
Φ ≡ Φ+ 4π
β
l , l ∈ Z . (5.8)
Therefore the theory DSG
η=0
2 has two vaua, whih are degenerate in innite volume and
orrespond to the lassial minima
Φ0 = 0 , Φ1 =
2π
β
, (5.9)
thus this model orresponds to a 2-folded sine-Gordon theory SG(β, 2) [7℄. The other
extremal ase DSG
η=1
2 has only one vauum
Φ′0 = −
2δ
β
(5.10)
and is a 1-folded model SG(β/2, 1).
In the vauum setor of SG(β, 2), every state essentially appears in two opies, orre-
sponding to the two dierent vaua. In innite volume, these opies are degenerate, but
the degeneray is lifted for nite L by the tunnelling between the two vaua. In partiular,
the vaua and the (neutral) one-partile states are split by an amount dereasing expo-
nentially with the volume L. Swithing on the perturbation removes this degeneray in an
interesting way.
Let us rst disuss the ase δ = 0. Swithing on λ, the two vaua have dierent
vauum energy densities and thus the leading term in the split between the two ground
states beomes a term linear in L. To rst order in λ, we obtain from (4.13)
E(1)
va
(L)−E(0)
va
(L) = 2λGβ/2(β)L+ . . . (5.11)
where E(0,1)(L) are the energies of the two vauum states (Casimir energies) as funtions
of L and the ellipses denote terms whih fall o exponentially with the volume. Sine
the vauum energy density is universal for all exitations lying above the same ground
state, the spae of states separates into two parts whih manifest themselves as lines with
two dierent slopes in the large volume limit. In innite volume, the Hilbert spae of the
system eventually redues to the ones with the smaller slope, as the other set of states will
lie at innitely high energy above them. For this reason we all the states with the larger
value of the vauum energy density runaway states.
Of ourse, higher order terms modify the linear dependene of the slope on λ. In
the other extremal point DSG
η=1
2 one has only one vauum, but, as the orresponding
sine-Gordon model is more attrative, it has more breather states. This is where the
interpolating mass parameter (3.10) omes in handy: as the Hamiltonian (3.14) depends
smoothly on η, one an run a `movie' in η, diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in TCSA for
dierent values of η from 0 to 1. As shown in Figure 5.1, the energy of the set of runaway
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states rst moves upwards, but then turns bak and omes down to form the spetrum of
the endpoint DSG
η=1
2 = SG(β/2, 1).
We wish to note that the runaway states do not eventually ross the other lines; rather,
there are line avoidanes whih is a typial pattern for states that are metastable in nite
volume and eventually deay [10℄ (see also [9℄ for similar results for the o-ritial Ising
model in magneti eld).
Let us now disuss what happens for general δ. Speializing (4.13, 4.21, 4.22), we obtain
δE (0) = −δE (1) = −λGβ/2(β) cos δ (5.12)
δM
(0)
1 = −δM (1)1 =
λGβ/2(β)
Mβ
N cos δ exp
{
−1
π
∫ pπ
0
dt
t
sin t
}
(5.13)
δM
(0)
2 = −δM (1)2 =
λGβ/2(β)
Mβ
N 2 cos δ3 cos
2
(
pπ
2
)− 1
cos pπ
exp
{
−2
π
∫ pπ
0
dt
t
sin t
}
(5.14)
Note that at δ = π
2
the O(λ) orretions vanish and in partiular the two vaua beome
degenerate. We shall show shortly that this is also true nonperturbatively, at least as long
as η is smaller than some ritial value η
rit
.
Now we proeed to the omparison between FFPT and TCSA, using plots. The rst
order orretions are linear in the oupling onstant of the perturbing operator, so to use
a onvenient and dimensionless parametrization, we dene the following ombination:
λˆ = λM
−xβ
β . (5.15)
Figure 5.2 shows the results for the orretion to the vauum energy density δEvac/M2β for
δ = 0 and β = 4
√
π/3, in units of the soliton mass Mβ . The agreement is spetaular
for a quite long range of the oupling. Similarly, Figure 5.3 shows the breather mass
orretions for the four partiles B
(0)
1 , B
(0)
2 , B
(1)
1 and B
(1)
2 at the same values of β and δ.
For omparison we have also plotted the lassial predition for δM
(0)
1 . Finally, Figure 5.4
presents the dependene of the mass orretions on the phase parameter δ at a suitably
small value of λˆ. (Note that here, to ensure better visibility, we hanged the sale on the
vertial axis with respet to Figure 5.3. As a result, the deviation between the rst order
FFPT and the TCSA results is muh more pronouned).
One an also hek the agreement between TCSA and FFPT for a perturbation theory
in the oupling µ, i.e. around η = 1. The results are similar, exept that the validity range
of rst order perturbation theory is smaller than around η = 0. The dependene of the
rst and seond breather masses on η is shown in Figure 5.5.
To sum up, the omparison between TCSA and FFPT gives a onvining evidene for
the validity of both approahes in the perturbative (η ∼ 0 or η ∼ 1) domain. This is of
utmost importane beause for the purposes of further investigations we shall ontinue to
use TCSA inside the omplete interval 0 < η < 1, where there are no ways to hek its
validity by any independent method (exept some semilassial analysis and qualitative
arguments).
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Figure 5.1: Change of the spetrum as η varies from 0 to 1 in DSGη2 for β = 4
√
π/3 and
δ = 0. The energies are normalized by subtrating the ground state ontribution. The
plots show the rst 20 states (inluding the ground state, whih has onstant zero energy
in this onvention).
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Figure 5.2: The orretion to the vauum energy density as a funtion of λˆ
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Figure 5.3: Breather mass orretions as funtions of λˆ
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Figure 5.4: Breather mass orretions as funtions of δ at λˆ ≈ 0.01 and β = 4√π/3
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Figure 5.5: The dependene of the rst and seond breather masses on η running from 0
to 1 in DSGη2(4
√
π/3, 0). The dots are the numerial TCSA data while the lines are the
perturbative results obtained by using FFPT around the two endpoints η = 0 and η = 1.
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6 Phase transition in DSG
η
2: generalities
We now turn to examining the phase diagram of the theory DSG
η
2 as η varies from 0 to
1. We have seen that the theory has two degenerate vaua at η = 0, while there is only
one ground state at η = 1. This hints at the possibility of a phase transition happening
somewhere in between. However, for generi values of the parameters the degeneray
between the two vaua is lifted as soon as η > 0 thus the end point η = 0 is singular in
this sense.
However, as we have already pointed out (subsetion 5.2) the rst order orretions to
the vauum energy densities (5.12) vanish exatly when δ takes a value on the boundary
of its fundamental range
δ =
π
2
. (6.1)
From now on we restrit ourselves to this speial value of δ and by a slight abuse of notation
denote this model by DSG
η
2.
In this setion we present an argument that the energy dierene between the two
vaua eventually vanishes to all orders in λ and that there is a ritial value η = η
rit
at
whih there is a seond order phase transition. Sine all perturbative orretions to the
vauum energy dierene vanish, this transition is entirely in a nonperturbative regime and
form fator perturbation theory is not appliable. We rst present a semilassial (mean
eld/Landau-Ginzburg) analysis, extending the arguments given by Delno and Mussardo
[1℄ and Fabrizio et al. [2℄, and disuss the signatures of rst and seond order phase
transitions in nite volume. In the next setion we use TCSA to verify the preditions of
the semilassial onsiderations and in partiular to establish the seond order nature of
the phase transition and its orresponding universality lass.
6.1 Landau-Ginzburg analysis
We start our analysis with the lassial potential
V (Φ) = −µ cos βΦ− λ cos (αΦ + δ)
= −µ cos βΦ+ λ sin
(
β
2
Φ
)
. (6.2)
For deniteness, let us suppose that µ and λ are positive without losing generality. As the
potential is periodi under Φ → Φ+4π/β, the fundamental range of the eld variable an
be taken as
−3π
β
≤ Φ < π
β
. (6.3)
Note that the potential also has the disrete (Z2) symmetry
T : Φ → −2π
β
− Φ . (6.4)
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Figure 6.1: The behaviour of the lassial potential V (Φ) for λ < 4µ and λ > 4µ
Then a simple analysis establishes that the potential shows the harateristis of a seond
order phase transition at the point λ = 4µ (see Figure 6.1). Sine lassially the dimensions
of µ and λ are xα = xβ = 2, the denition (3.11) of η redues to
η =
λ2
µ2 + λ2
(6.5)
and so this point orresponds to the following ritial value of η
η
rit
(β = 0) =
16
17
= 0.941 . . . . (6.6)
In view of the Z2 symmetry (6.4) one would like to onlude that this is a seond order
phase transition point in the Ising universality lass. However, there is a aveat here, as
disussed by Fabrizio et al. [2℄.
The essene of the problem an be summarized as follows. The potential V (Φ) is
renormalized at the quantum level. To determine the phase struture, one needs to look
at the eetive potential. Due to the periodiity and the Z2 symmetry, it an be readily
heked that the only possible new terms are of the form
cos (rβΦ) , r ∈ Z or sin (rβΦ) , r ∈ Z+ 1
2
. (6.7)
The onformal dimensions of these operators are
∆±r =
r2β2
8π
, (6.8)
and so as one inreases r they are less and less relevant. The rst two possibilities are
partiularly interesting. Fabrizio et al. [2℄ laim that while sin
(
3β
2
Φ
)
has no eet on the
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nature of the phase transition (apart from modifying the position of the ritial point), the
term cos (2βΦ) whih is a relevant perturbing operator for β2 < 2π an (depending on its
oeient) turn the seond order phase transition into a rst order one.
Let us analyze the eet of suh operators now. We take as our quantum eetive
potential the expression
V
e
(Φ) = −µ cos βΦ+ λ sin β
2
Φ + κ sin
3β
2
Φ + ν cos 2βΦ . (6.9)
κ and ν an eventually be expressed in terms of λ and µ, but their preise expressions are
unknown. The onditions for the existene of a seond-order phase transition point are
V ′′
e
(Φ)
∣∣∣
Φ=−pi
β
= 0 , V
(4)
e
(Φ)
∣∣∣
Φ=−pi
β
> 0 , (6.10)
sine the Z2 symmetri extremum is at Φ = −πβ .
Expliitly, we have the onditions
−4µ+ λ− 9κ− 16ν = 0 , 16µ− λ + 81κ+ 256ν > 0 . (6.11)
Putting κ = ν = 0 we reover that the phase transition point in the lassial potential is
at λ = 4µ and the seond derivative is positive (we assumed that λ and µ are positive).
Suppose now that κ and ν are independent parameters and that we vary only λ. The
ritial point an be read o from the rst ondition in (6.11):
λc = 4µ+ 9κ+ 16ν . (6.12)
Therefore the ondition for a seond order transition is
µ+ 6κ+ 20ν > 0 . (6.13)
We an draw three onlusions. First, there is ample spae for seond order phase transition
even in the presene of the higher frequeny terms in the eetive potential. Seond, the
term sin 3β
2
Φ is also apable of induing a rst order transition, sine a large negative κ
is enough. Third, it is also possible that higher order derivatives vanish at the transition
as well, giving triritial and in fat even tetraritial points (even higher frequeny terms
open the possibility to multiritial points of any order). These observations an also be
onrmed by simply plotting the eetive potential for dierent values of the parameters.
However, for the double sine-Gordon model (2.1) the oeients of the higher frequeny
terms (e.g. κ, ν) are xed by the dynamis. Therefore this model lives on a spei surfae
in the multiparameter spae of possible quantum eetive potentials that respet the Z2
symmetry Φ → −2π
β
−Φ and the periodiity Φ → Φ+4π/β. As we have already shown,
the phase transition point is out of the reah of perturbative tehniques and therefore one
needs to reourse to some nonperturbative analysis to solve the problem. In the speial
ase when p = 1 (β2 = 4π), by using a mapping onto a generalized Ashkin Teller model,
Fabrizio et al. [2℄ were able to show the existene of a seond order phase transition. In
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the general ase, when 0 < p < 1, sine the model is nonintegrable, the only available
andidate is TCSA (the upper limit is to avoid any UV problems with TCSA).
Finally we present the harateristi piture of a rst order transition (see Figure 6.2).
Sine we disagree with the laim made by Fabrizio et al. that sin 3β
2
Φ annot indue a
rst order transition, we present a ase in whih it does. We x the following values of the
parameters
κ = −2
5
µ , ν = 0 , (6.14)
and let λ vary from 0 upwards. At λ = 0, we have only the two vaua in whih Z2 is spon-
taneously broken. At λ = 3
5
µ the symmetry preserving vauum appears as a metastable
state. For λ = 13
8
µ it beomes degenerate with the symmetry breaking vaua: this is
the so-alled oexistene point where the three vauum states exist simultaneously in the
theory. Then for λ > 13
8
µ the symmetri ground state beomes the true vauum and the
two other are metastable ones whih disappear at λ = 61
30
µ.
6.2 Signatures of 1st and 2nd order phase transitions in nite
volume
In order to establish the nature of the phase transition we shall examine the spetrum of
the model in a nite volume. To prepare the ground we now disuss the signatures of both
types of phase transitions in the nite volume spetrum.
6.2.1 2nd order phase transitions
For deniteness we speify the symmetry of the transition to be Z2, although the disussion
an be easily generalized. In the broken phase, there are two degenerate vaua in innite
volume. For nite L the degeneray is lifted by tunneling eets through the barrier
separating them and the lowest lying beomes the ground state, while the other one is
the rst exited state. The split between the ground states vanishes exponentially as
L → ∞ beause the height of the barrier is proportional to L. For L → 0 the two ground
states tend to some eigenstates of the onformal Hamiltonian and therefore the split is
proportional to L−1.
In the unbroken phase there is only one vauum. The rst exited state is generally
some massive one-partile state and has a nite gap M over the vauum. Therefore the
dierene between the ground state and the rst exited state tends to M as L → ∞ in
the same way as indiated in eqn. (5.4).
Let us all the parameter in whih the transition happens η
rit
, in analogy with the
DSG model. Then the harateristi behaviour an be summarized if we look at the mass
gap M as a funtion of η and suppose the unbroken phase is η > η
rit
while the broken
one is η < η
rit
. We have the following behaviour
M(η) = 0 , η < η
rit
M(η) > 0 , η > η
rit
. (6.15)
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Figure 6.2: Illustrating a rst order transition with κ = −2/5µ and ν = 0
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At exatly η = η
rit
by hanging L from 0 to∞ we interpolate between the UV c = 1 CFT
and an IR xed point one, whih onsists of an IR CFT and a massive one. Therefore
ertain states in the spetrum have the asymptoti (large L) behaviour
EΨ(L)− E0(L) =
2π
(
∆+
IR
+∆−
IR
)
L
+O
(
L−1−ǫ
)
, ǫ > 0 , (6.16)
where the subsript 0 denotes the ground state (the lowest lying state in nite volume).
These states fall into onformal families of the infrared xed point haraterizing the tran-
sition with onformal dimensions ∆±
IR
. As L → ∞ they deouple from the rest of the
spetrum whih remains massive. The identiation of suh states allows the extration of
the harateristis of the infrared xed point CFT as we shall see shortly.
6.2.2 1st order phase transition
A rst order phase transition is always haraterized by the existene of metastable states.
As we have seen in Subsetion 5.2, the existene of suh states in nite volume implies
that the spae of states separates into exitations over the true ground state and those
over the metastable ones whih we alled runaway states. The two sets of states have
in general dierent bulk terms whih oinide only when one tunes the oupling η to the
oexistene point η
oex
. At exatly this point the three vaua have idential energy densities
and passing through this value of η the symmetry breaking pair of vaua interhanges with
the symmetri one. This is a very harateristi behaviour whih one would think is very
easy to distinguish in the nite volume spetrum.
However, rst order phase transitions have a harateristi strength and as is well-
known, weak rst order phase transitions are hard to distinguish from seond order ones.
To see this more onretely, let us denote the three vaua by Φ0 for the symmetri one and
Φ± for the symmetry breaking ones, respetively. There are two other interesting points in
η: the lower ritial value η
lrit
where Φ0 appears, and the higher ritial value ηhrit where
Φ± disappear as we inrease η. In the ase of a seond order phase transition
η
lrit
= η
hrit
. (6.17)
If the dierene η
hrit
−η
lrit
is small, then when tuning η numerially (or in an experiment)
one may miss the existene of the metastable vaua. Similarly, one an look at the dierene
between the vauum energy densities V (Φ0)−V (Φ±) at the lower and upper ritial points.
If it is small, then to detet the fat that the spae of states separated into two sets of
states with dierent linear terms in their energies one needs to go to very large values of
the volume where trunation errors in TCSA beome large. Therefore it is lear that one
an never eventually distinguish a suiently weak rst order transition from a seond
order one, neither numerially nor experimentally. An exat solution of the model would
of ourse disentangle the problem, but given that the theory is not integrable this is too
muh to hope for.
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7 The phase diagram in the ase
α
β =
1
2, δ =
π
2
In this setion we use TCSA to verify the lassial preditions for the phase transition, and
to larify the order and the universality lass of the transition. In order to hek for the
transition we need TCSA data over a wide range of the volume parameter l. Therefore,
in order for TCSA to be useful, we have to restrit our investigations to the domain
β2 < 4π where the method does not have UV divergenes (see the disussion at the end
of Subsetion 3.2). It turned out that even in this range we annot attain the neessary
preision everywhere and to get a onvergent enough numerial method we had to restrit
β2 < 8π/3. For the η = 0 sine-Gordon theory, this orresponds to a regime with two or
more breathers in the spetrum.
To examine the nature of the phase transition we ran the η `movie' with δ = π/2 at
various values of β. The results show no trae of a rst order phase transition - a ase
is depited on Figure 7.1. Indeed, for the ase shown (β = 8
√
π/7) the spetra an be
lassied into three lasses: (1) for η < 0.8 one an learly see the doubly degenerate
ground states and the also degenerate rst massive states above them; (2) for 0.9 < η < 1
the spetrum is massive, but there are no degeneraies among the lowest lying states and
(3) in the transition domain, for η ∼ 0.84, the struture of the spetrum hanges, there
are no lines tending to a onstant, instead they derease in the whole volume range and
the degeneraies of the ground states and the rst exited states are removed. Sine at no
plae ould we see the linearly rising set of runaway states that would orrespond to the
presene of metastable vaua with a dierent bulk energy, we analyze the data by looking
for a 2nd order phase transition at some η = η
rit
. (See however the remarks at the end of
Subsetion 6.2.2).
7.1 How do we nd η = η
rit
?
We determined the ritial value of η in the following way: we tuned η in the transition
region by looking for whether the ǫ2(l)− ǫvac(l) dierene of the seond exited state and
the ground state ontinues to derease along the (in between enlarged) omplete l range.
The meaning of this riterion is lear: this dierene desribes both at η = 0 and at
η = 1 the mass of some low-lying breather of the limiting SG theories; thus its ontinuous
derease at a spei η
rit
implies that this breather beame massless. Sine this happens
only at this partiular value of η, we think that this riterion is better than the one based
on the appearane of a gap between the two ground states (as the gap is there for all
η > η
rit
). Nevertheless, for onsisteny, at η
rit
hosen, ǫ1(l)− ǫvac(l) should deay slower
than exponentially with l; in fat, realling eqn. (6.16), it should be O(1/l) for large l.
The result of this searh is shown on Figures 7.2-7.4 for three dierent values of β.
All three plots were taken at the `best' η values aording to our riterion. To separate
more learly the various ǫi(l) − ǫ0(l) as funtions of l on all three plots we show these
dierenes multiplied by l/(2π). (This also makes them more suitable for the subsequent
analysis). Here ǫ0(l) denotes the lowest eigenvalue (vauum energy) and i runs from 0 to
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Figure 7.1: Change of the spetrum as η varies from 0 to 1 in DSGη2 for β = 8
√
π/7 and
δ = π/2. The energies are normalized by subtrating the ground state ontribution. The
plots show the rst 8 states.
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Figure 7.2: [ǫi(l)− ǫ0(l)] l/(2π) at β = 8
√
π/7 and η = 0.866
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Figure 7.3: [ǫi(l)− ǫ0(l)] l/(2π) at β = 4
√
π/3 and η = 0.850
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Figure 7.4: [ǫi(l)− ǫ0(l)] l/(2π) at β = 8
√
π/5 and η = 0.838
7. The horizontal lines on the plots orrespond to the possible values of ∆+IR + ∆
−
IR if we
assume that the IR CFT is the c = 1/2 Ising model (see eqn. (6.16)), when the spetrum
of ∆+IR +∆
−
IR is determined by the Ising primary elds and their desendants.
In all three ases we see that the rst two lines - that orrespond to the rst two exited
states above the ground state - qualitatively t rather well to the Ising model's predition.
For the higher exited states the agreement is not so spetaular but even for them the
sequene of lines and the absene of degeneraies (whih on the Ising side follow from the
null vetor pattern) math that of the Ising predition. For the two smaller β values it is
lear that also some of the higher exited states would reah their orresponding plateaus
by going to even higher volumes
2
.
To make this agreement more quantitative we have to desribe two types of eets. On
the one hand we need the spetrum of states on the ritial trajetory (i.e. at η = η
rit
)
in a nite volume more preisely than in eqn. (6.16), and on the other we need a lear,
quantitative piture of the deviations from ritiality sine our best η may not equal η
rit
(and TCSA errors may also be involved).
2
These plots show that the higher the value of β the larger are the TCSA errors. The spetra were
omputed by using a onformal energy ut Ecut ∼ 15− 16 whih resulted in 4.5− 5.5× 103 states in the
UV onform Hilbert spae.
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7.2 Theoretial preditions for the form of the spetra
We desribe these eets by assuming that the IR CFT is the ritial Ising model, i.e. by
using the Hilbert spae and operator ontent of the Ising model.
Let us onentrate rst on the nite volume orretions at η = η
rit
. In this ase when
hanging l from zero to innity we interpolate from the UV onformal xed point to an IR
one, at least if we neglet the oupling between the massive and massless modes in the IR.
The massive and massless modes deouple exatly at l =∞ and we shall all the subspae
of states asymptotially orresponding to the massless ones the saling setor. Sine one
an ow into a xed point only from an irrelevant diretion, in this approximation the
interpolating theory may be onsidered as an irrelevant perturbation of the onformal
Ising model with (the non renormalizable) ation
A = AIsing + g
∫
d2z(ψ(z, z¯) + higher dimensional fields) . (7.1)
The various diretions orrespond to various hoies of ψ(z, z¯), whih in turn are expressed
in terms of the irrelevant (spinless and non vanishing) desendants of the primary elds.
Sine the DSG
η
2(β, π/2) model exhibits the Z2 symmetry for all values of η, ψ(z, z¯) may
ontain only the desendants of the energy operator ∂∂¯ǫ(z, z¯)+higher dimensional elds and
of the identity operator T T¯+higher dimensional elds (where T¯ (T ) is the (anti)holomorphi
omponent of the stress energy tensor of the Ising model). Realling the generi form of
the TCSA Hamiltonian,
H =
2π
L
(
L0 + L¯0 − c
12
+
gL2−2∆ψ
(2π)1−2∆ψ
ψˆ(1, 1)
)
, (7.2)
we see that for large but nite l the leading orretions to EΨ(L) − E0(L) ome from the
least irrelevant operator:
ǫΨ(l)− ǫ0(l) = 2π
l
(∆+IR +∆
−
IR) + AΨl
1−2∆ψ + . . . (7.3)
(Here the onstant A may depend on the state in question). Thus, in our ase, the leading
orretion takes the form
ǫΨ(l)− ǫ0(l) = 2π
l
(∆+IR +∆
−
IR) + AΨl
−2 + . . . (7.4)
if ψ is given by the derivative of the energy operator. (If this term were absent then T T¯
would give a orretion A˜Ψl
−3
).
Numerially we an probably never tune η exatly to ηc, and even if we ould the
TCSA errors  oming from trunating the Hilbert spae  would drive away from the
ritial trajetory onneting the UV and IR onformal theories. From the side of the
Ising model this means that some relevant perturbation is also swithed on, and we should
also take its eets into aount when disussing the large l spetrum. In the Ising model
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there is only one relevant perturbation ompatible with the Z2 symmetry, namely when the
perturbing operator is ǫ(z, z¯). The presene of a relevant perturbation γǫˆ(1, 1) in the TCSA
Hamiltonian leads to a orretion BΨ or BΨ + CΨl to ǫΨ(l) − ǫ0(l)3. Thus, summarizing,
we expet, that in a large but nite volume range the energy spetrum an be desribed
by the following:
ǫi(l)− ǫ0(l) = Bi + 2π
l
Di + Ail
−2 + Cil + . . . (7.5)
In the following we t the TCSA data using this expression. We keep all these terms sine
we are at an intermediate volume range, where all of them an be equally important. A
little bit more abstratly we an say that on the best η trajetory we ome into the viinity
of the IR xed point, where the features of this CFT determine the energy spetrum, but
eventually, beause of the relevant perturbation, we are driven away and ow into a massive
theory. Nevertheless, if in the intermediate volume range these expressions desribe the
spetra well,  in partiular if the measured values of Bi (or Bi and Ci) are small and that
of Di are similar to the ones predited by the Ising model  then this onrms the presene
of a 2nd order phase transition in the Ising universality lass. We all this intermediate
volume range the saling region whih may (and in fat does, see Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4)
hange from state to state.
Let us pause for a short disussion of the plateaus apparent in Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4.
Note that if we had the exat nite volume spetrum (i.e. without trunation errors) then
the saling funtions
l
2π
(ǫi(l)− ǫ0(l)) (7.6)
would tend to a onstant as l → ∞ for η = η
rit
. In this sense the IR xed point lies
innitely far away and the above funtions approah asymptoti plateaus at l =∞.
In the real TCSA situation, the saling region orresponds to the plateaus in the nu-
merial saling funtions. Tuning η loser and loser to the ritial value these plateaus
beome longer and atter and in addition they move to higher and higher values of the
volume l.
Experiene with TCSA for perturbed c = 1 CFTs shows that trunation errors generally
derease if one dereases β (or equivalently, inreases the ompatiation radius of the
onformal boson eld). As a result of the above onsiderations, we expet that the plateaus
are longer and atter for smaller β and that they start at higher values of l. This is in fat
what we observed in pratie (see Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4).
One an also make a theoretial predition for the form of the energy ǫ0(l) of the ground
state as well. Using well-known fats about the o-ritial Ising model [11℄ and arguments
similar to the above one expets the following behaviour in the saling region
ǫ0(l) = −πc
6l
+ a0l
−2 + b0 + c0l + c˜0l log l + . . . (7.7)
3
The seond term seems to be dominant over the rst one, however its oeient  whih in a pCFT
framework is of seond order  in general is muh smaller than the onstant, thus for a large but nite
range of l-s they may be equally important.
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State Di Ai Bi Ci
i = 1 0.125± 0.002 −1.2± 0.3 −0.0034± 0.0001 1.45× 10−5 ± 6× 10−7
i = 2 1.04± 0.03 −128± 8 0.0017± 0.0018 9× 10−6 ± 5× 10−6
(a) β = 8
√
pi/7, η = 0.866
State Di Ai Bi Ci
i = 1 0.1312± 0.0009 −1.35± 0.03 −0.0061± 0.0003 2.6× 10−5 ± 6× 10−6
i = 2 1.03± 0.02 −74± 3 0.005± 0.002 1.4× 10−5 ± 9× 10−6
(b) β = 4
√
pi/3, η = 0.850
State Di Ai Bi Ci
i = 1 0.1455± 0.0005 −0.89± 0.05 −0.0145± 0.0005 2.24× 10−4 ± 9× 10−6
i = 2 1.09± 0.02 −40 ± 2 −0.0015± 0.0031 1.1× 10−4 ± 2× 10−5
() β = 8
√
pi/5, η = 0.838
Table 7.1: The results of tting (7.5) to the rst two exited states for various values of β
at the estimated ritial value of η
where c = 1/2 is the entral harge of the Ising model and the logarithmi term appears
as a result of a resonane between the linear (bulk) vauum energy ontribution and the
perturbative orretions oming from the relevant operator ǫ. The term c˜0l log l is universal
for all the exited states in the saling setor and so disappears from energy dierenes
like (7.5).
7.3 Numerial results
7.3.1 Saling dimensions and UV-IR operator orrespondene
One an t the funtion (7.5) to the TCSA data in the saling regions plotted in Figures
7.2, 7.3 and 7.4. The results of the ts are shown in table 7.1.
From the onformal data of the Ising xed point we know that the rst exited state
should orrespond to the spin operator σ with onformal dimensions ∆± = 1/16, while
the seond to the energy operator ǫ with onformal dimensions ∆± = 1/2. Therefore we
expet
D1 =
1
8
= 0.125 , D2 = 1 . (7.8)
The data presented t quite well with these preditions. Note that the agreement beomes
better for smaller β where the TCSA errors are smaller. We mention that the errors
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presented in the tables ome from the t proedure and do not ontain the trunation
errors whih are generally muh larger.
Another piee of information is the UV-IR operator orrespondene. In TCSA we know
the operator in the UV theory whih reates the exited states. By identifying these states
in the language of the IR theory, one an establish a orrespondene between the UV and
the IR operator ontent. In partiular, the rst and the seond exited states are reated
by the operators
cos
β
2
Φ and sin
β
2
Φ (7.9)
in the UV, respetively. In the IR these states ow to ones orresponding to the Ising
operators σ and ǫ. This is in full aordane with their parity under the Z2 symmetry (6.4)
and the fat that σ is an odd, while ǫ is an even operator in the Ising model. In addition,
both the operator sin β
2
Φ in the DSGη2 model and the operator ǫ in the Ising ase orrespond
to the temperature parameter deforming the model away from ritiality. Furthermore,
this onlusion also agrees with the onjeture made by Fabrizio et al. [2℄.
One ould also try to extrat the entral harge c using the predited form of the
vauum energy funtion (7.7). It turns out, however, that the t is not sensitive enough
to the value of c  in a least-squares algorithm the main ontribution to χ2 omes from
the linear and l log l terms and c an only be determined with 30 − 40% auray, within
whih we nd agreement with the Ising value c = 1/2.
7.3.2 Analysis of the phase diagram
Conerning the phase diagram, our rst observation is that all evidene points to a seond-
order phase transition for all values of β, whih happens at some ritial value η
rit
(β)
dependent on β. As we already disussed in Subsetion 6.2, there is always a possibility
of a suiently weak rst order transition. The only statement one an make is that the
phase transition is seond order up to the preision within whih the oeients Bi and
Ci in (7.5) vanish at the (approximate value of the) ritial oupling. Given the data in
table 7.1 and the fat that the normal preision in TCSA is of the order 10−2 − 10−3 for
the values of the volumes used (this an be estimated e.g. alulating an integrable ase
when the exat values of the exited state energies are known) we an state that the phase
transition is seond order up to the preision of the TCSA method.
As we have already seen the seond order nature of the phase transition is ontrolled
by inequalities like (6.13). Sine a very weakly rst order transition requires a very weak
breaking of these inequalities this in turn strongly onstrains the parameters in the eetive
potential. However, the oeients in the eetive potential are uniquely determined in
terms of λ and µ and therefore suh a ne tuning is highly unlikely to happen.
It is expeted that for 32π/9 < β2 < 8π the transition is always seond order sine
then all the possible orretions (6.7) to the eetive potential orrespond to irrelevant
operators. Therefore it is only neessary to onsider the ase 0 < β2 < 32π/9. As TCSA
is onvergent for β2 < 4π it an be used to examine this range of ouplings and all the
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values of β were from this range. Unfortunately, TCSA does not onverge very well for
β2 > 8π/3, so there is a gap in the values of β2 up to 32π/9 whih is not aessible.
One also expets a seond order transition around β = 0 sine in this ase the theory is
semilassial and the ontributions to the eetive potential are expeted to be very small.
We also know the exat value (6.6)
η
rit
(β = 0) =
16
17
= 0.941 . . . . (7.10)
Therefore we onjeture that the phase transition in DSG
η
2 is seond-order for all values
of β in the exat theory too.
One an prepare a phase diagram in the (η, β) plane. For η = 0 the theory is in the
broken symmetry phase, while for η = 1 the Z2 symmetry is restored. The phase transition
line is desribed by a funtion η = η
rit
(β). One an also alulate the value of this funtion
at the point β =
√
8π. For β >
√
8π the term cos βΦ beomes irrelevant and the theory is
always in a symmetri phase. Therefore we expet that
η
rit
(
β =
√
8π
)
= 0 . (7.11)
Sine the transformation β → −β an be ompensated by a eld redenition Φ → −Φ,
one also has
η
rit
(−β) = η
rit
(β) . (7.12)
Figure 7.5 shows the phase diagram of the theory. The numerial data are the TCSA
results for η
rit
at partiular values of β (in addition to the ones in Table 7.1, there is also a
point with β = 4
√
π/7 where the measured ritial oupling is η
rit
≈ 0.916± 0.002). The
ontinuous line is an (even) polynomial interpolating the numerial data together with the
two known values at β = 0 and
√
8π, whih is shown in order to get an idea of the phase
transition line. Below the transition line the theory is in the broken phase, while above
the line the Z2 symmetry is restored.
8 Conlusions
In the present paper we examined the two-frequeny sine-Gordon model, using a ombina-
tion of various (analyti and numerial) approahes. Using form fator perturbation theory
(FFPT) on the one hand and trunated onformal spae approah (TCSA) on the other,
we rst veried the onsisteny of the two by omparing the results in the two perturbative
regimes. Based on the agreement between the two methods, we ontinued to use TCSA in
the nonperturbative regime.
Then we set up a framework for examining phase transition using the nite volume
spetrum extrated from TCSA. We disussed how to distinguish between rst and se-
ond order transitions, and in partiular how to extrat the harateristi quantities of an
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Figure 7.5: The phase diagram
eventual IR xed point. To our knowledge this is the rst ase when TCSA was used for
loating and haraterizing a nontrivial xed point. We would like to mention that TCSA
was used before in the similar ontext of integrable massless ows in order to hek results
from Thermodynamis Bethe Ansatz (TBA) lose to the UV CFT (small values of the vol-
ume l) [8℄. Here, on the ontrary, the TCSA method was used for nding the ritial point
at whih the ow beomes massless and then analyzing the intermediate volume range in
whih the theory is governed by its IR xed point. In addition, in our ase there are no
alternative nonperturbative methods sine the theory is nonintegrable.
Using this framework, we examined the predition by Delno and Mussardo [1℄ of a
seond order phase transition, in a partiular ase when the ratio of the two frequenies
was 1/2. Contrary to a possibility raised by Fabrizio et al. [2℄ we argued that this phase
transition is seond order for all possible values of the sine-Gordon-like parameter β, at
least within the preision attainable by TCSA. We examined the spetrum in detail and
showed that the lowest lying states math the pattern of an Ising type xed point, both
qualitatively and quantitatively. We also examined the UV-IR operator orrespondene
and found an agreement with the onjetures made by Fabrizio et al.
In addition, by a simple mean eld analysis we have shown that ontrary to the laims
made by Fabrizio et al., all lowest order orretion terms to the eetive potential are able
to indue a rst order transition, although the numerial studies suggest their oeients
are suh that they do not aet the seond-order nature of the transition in this partiular
ase.
In this paper we restrited ourselves to the investigation of the vauum setor. It ould
be interesting to see the eet of the phase transition in the topologially nontrivial setors
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as well. Another open question is to examine other possible frequeny ratios and to extrat
the phase diagram for the general ase. Yet another diretion for further study is the ase of
irrational frequeny ratios: as we already disussed in the paper, the perturbative approah
(FFPT) is still appliable, but there are no nonperturbative alternatives at present. Finally,
as the model has potentially interesting ondensed matter appliations, it is also a hallenge
to use the above framework to extrat some quantities of interest in that ontext.
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A Vauum expetation values and breather form fators
in (folded) sine-Gordon theory
Here we list the vauum expetation values and form fators neessary for performing the
form fator perturbation theory alulations in the main text, using the results in [12, 13℄.
We dene our onventions for sine-Gordon theory with the ation
ASG =
∫
dt
∫
dx
(
1
2
∂µΦ∂
µΦ + µ : cos βΦ :
)
. (A.1)
The vauum expetation value of the exponential operator
Va(x) = : exp (iaΦ(x)) : (A.2)
Ga(β) =
〈
0
∣∣Va(0)∣∣0〉 (A.3)
is of the form [12℄
Ga(β) =

M
√
πΓ
(
4π
8π−β2
)
2Γ
(
β2/2
8π−β2
)


× exp


∫ ∞
0
dt
t

 sinh2 (aβ4π t)
2 sinh
(
β2
8π
t
)
sinh (t) cosh
((
1− β2
8π
)
t
) − a2
4π
e−t



 , (A.4)
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provided we normalize our operators in the following way:
〈
0
∣∣Va(x)V−a(x′)∣∣0〉 = 1
|x− x′|a
2
4pi
as |x− x′| → 0 . (A.5)
Here M denotes the soliton mass and |0〉 is the vauum in whih the sine-Gordon eld Φ
has vanishing vauum expetation value.
Let us use the following notations for the breather form fators
F
(a)
k1...kn
(ϑ1, . . . , ϑn) =
〈
0
∣∣Va(0)∣∣Bk1 (ϑ1) . . . Bkn (ϑn) 〉in0 , (A.6)
where Bk denotes the kth breather with mass
Mk = 2M sin
(
πk
2
p
)
, p =
β2
8π − β2 . (A.7)
Then we have from [13℄
F
(a)
11 (ϑ1, ϑ2) = −Ga(β)λ¯2[a]2R (ϑ1 − ϑ2) , (A.8)
and
F
(a)
1111 (ϑ1, ϑ2, ϑ3, ϑ4) = Ga(β)λ¯4[a]2
∏
1≤k<j≤4
R (ϑk − ϑj)×
{
[a]2 +
(
σ21σ4 + σ
2
3
) ∏
1≤i<j≤4
(xi + xj)
−1
}
, (A.9)
where we used the following notations
xk = exp (ϑk) , [a] =
sin
(
pπ a
β
)
sin pπ
, (A.10)
λ¯ = 2 cos
pπ
2
√
sin
pπ
2
exp
(
−
∫ pπ
0
dt
2π
t
sin t
)
, (A.11)
σ1 =
4∑
i=1
xi , σ4 =
4∏
i=1
xi , σ3 = σ4
4∑
i=1
x−1i , (A.12)
and in the strip −2π + pπ ≤ ℑmϑ ≤ −pπ (note that in the attrative regime p < 1) the
funtion R(ϑ) is dened as
R(ϑ) = N exp
{
8
∫
dt
t
sinh(t) sinh(pt) sinh((1 + p)t)
sinh2 2t
sinh2
[(
1− iϑ
π
)
t
]}
, (A.13)
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with
N = exp
{
4
∫
dt
t
sinh(t) sinh(pt) sinh((1 + p)t)
sinh2 2t
}
. (A.14)
R(ϑ) satises the useful identity
R (ϑ)R (ϑ± iπ) = sinh ϑ
sinh ϑ∓ sin pπ (A.15)
whih an be used to ontinue it analytially out of the validity range of its integral
representation.
For the mass orretion of the seond breather we need the expliit form of the form
fator F
(a)
22 . This is not available in the literature, but an be omputed from F
(a)
1111 using
the bootstrap equation
i Res
ǫ→ 0
Fa1...an11
(
ϑ1, . . . , ϑn, ϑn+1 + iU¯
1
12 − ǫ2 , ϑn+1 − iU¯112 + ǫ2
)
= (A.16)
Γ211Fa1...an2 (ϑ1, . . . , ϑn, ϑn+1) . (A.17)
The fusion angle U¯112 and the three-point oupling Γ
2
11 are dened from the B2 pole U
2
11 in
the B1 −B1 S-matrix:
S11(ϑ) ∼ i (Γ
2
11)
2
ϑ− iU211
, ϑ ∼ iU211 , where S11(ϑ) =
sinh ϑ+ i sin pπ
sinh ϑ− i sin pπ (A.18)
and from the relations
U¯112 = π − U112 , U211 + 2U112 = 2π . (A.19)
This way we nd
U211 = 2U¯
1
12 = pπ ,
(
Γ211
)2
= 2 tan pπ . (A.20)
The residue of R an be alulated from (A.15)
R (−ipπ + ǫ) = − i
ǫ
tan pπ
1
R (−iπ(1 + p)) (A.21)
and nally the B2 −B2 form fator is
F
(a)
22 (ϑ1, ϑ2) =
(
Γ211
)−2
K22 (ϑ)R (ϑ)
2R (−ϑ− ipπ)R (−ϑ+ ipπ) tan
2 (pπ)
R (−iπ(1 + p))2 ,
K22 (ϑ) = Ga(β)λ¯4[a]2
{
[a]2 +
1
cosh (ϑ) + cos (pπ)
}
, ϑ = ϑ1 − ϑ2 . (A.22)
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Finally we reall that in the perturbative investigation of the DSG model we need the
vauum expetation values and form fators in th setors over the vaua |k〉 haraterized
by the property
〈k|Φ(x) |k〉 = 2π
β
k . (A.23)
Using the following symmetries of the folded sine-Gordon model
Φ → Φ+ 2π
β
, Φ → −Φ , (A.24)
it an be easily shown [7℄ that
G(k)a (β) =
〈
k
∣∣Va(0)∣∣k〉 = Ga(β)ei 2piaβ k . (A.25)
The form fators orresponding to states above these vaua an be obtained by substituting
Ga(β) with G(k)a (β) in the form fator formulae (A.8, A.9, A.22) above.
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